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by

Alfred Fuchs

Introduction

As avalanche control by explosives -is used more and more in the United States, it
becomes necessary to study all the problems connected with this work, in order to
provide the snow ranger with well developed equipment, effective and economic
explosives, and clear instructions.

Following a suggestion of Mr. E. LaChapelle (US Forest Service, Alta, Utah), a
research program was. outlined. It had two main parts: blasting tests (study of the
effects of blast-on snow) and shooting tests ('development of convenient launching devices
for the explosives) . Tests were carried out at Alta, Utah, by Mr. Edward LaChapelle
(USFS) and Dr. Alfred Fuchs (SIPRE) during February 1956 and were continued in
March by Mr. LaChapelle alone. SIPRE furnished some instruments and explosives.

This is a report on the results obtained during the tests. Proposals for future
research work are included as a supplement to the author's programs (Fuchs, 1955)
and the program made in the late fall 1955. l

The shooting tests (with recoilless gun and rifle grenades) and the tests on cornice
removal, made in March 195~6, are not reported here.

Visible changes in the snow cover

The structure of the snow adjacent to a blast is changed in a manner which depends
on the kind of explosive and its quantity, shape, and^position in the snow. It depends
also to some degree on the structure and strength of the snow layers. •

The snow, which contains air in its voids, is smashed and the grains which are not
blown into the air are packed more tightly by the blast. Thus a crater is formed with
the compacted snow covered by snow which blew up and resettled. The periphery of the
crater is cracked to some extent, depending on the depth of the charge.

The tests were made in, a 110-120 in. deep snow cover on the flat bottom of the
valley. Different quantities of 40% gelatin* and TNT were placed at different depths.

Figure 1 shows a schematic cross section through the center of a crater
produced by a blast of 1 lb TNT, placed 25 in. beneath the surface. Beyond the dashed,
lines (a), the snow is apparently undisturbed. Along these boundaries we found the
outermost cracks, following or lying perpendicular to the stratification planes. Inside
lines (a), the original snow structure is disturbed. ,Here the snow is very
inhomogeneous; wet (later icy) areas alternate with open cracks and patches of very
loose snow of low density. The snow (d-d) beneath the crater is compacted much more
homogeneously; no lumps can be seen. This compaction gradually decreases in lower
layers. The. rain-crust d(-r) seems-to be undeformed.

When the blast is set off in a deeper hole (tamped) , no snow will be thrown out.
At sufficient depth, no sign of a blast can be observed on the surface. Digging a pit,
across the center of the blast reveals a cave of oval cross-section, with the lower part
filled with disturbed snow and the roof partially broken down.

Figure 2 shows a schematic cross section through a crater formed by 1 lb of TNT
exploded at 56 in. depth. The untamped hole was widened to 11 in. diam, through which .
snow was blown out in form of a narrow column. The snow surrounding the crater was

* "Gold Medal" brand, manufactured by Illinois Powder Manufacturing Company.
The detonation velocity was not known.
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Table I. Effect of blasts with 40% gelatin .on snow,

a = diam of cracks (in. ) ; b = diam of crater (in. ) ; c = depth of crater (in1.

Sticks of 40% gelatin (205 g each)
Depth of
charge

1 2 3 4 6

(in.) a b ' c a b c a b c a b c a b c

0

(surface)
41 ,
47

54

47 12

57

66

76

66 16 64 64 21 84 84 25 79 79 23

20 81 70 13 112 87 22 99 99 28 104 104 34 107 107 34

40 79 41 11 ' 97 64 10 106 76 15 118 86 18 144 108 19

58

60

66 4 2

84 36 24 118 72 11 120 67 12 138 87 12

78

80 N 0 0 0 , &4 • 8 2 103 12 2 109 52 11

118 64 15

92

94

98'

100

-

0 14 25

114

0

15

15

110 17

102 ' 130 34 7

Table II Effect of blasts with TNT on snow:

a = diam of cracks (in.); b = d iam of crater (in. ); c- depthlof crater(in•)•
TNT (lb)

charge
0:5 1 1.5' - 2

.(in.) a b c a b c a b c a b c

0

(surface)
72

64

72

64

- 17

21

70 70 42 . 67 67 23 71 71 24

20 74 £8 14 96 ' 96 27

21

25

32

33

40

72

91

60

67

23

11

78

71

79

75

77

78

71

79

75

61

21

22

23

24

15

102

95

102

95

27

25

41

42

46

57

58

60

87

97

88

57

12

11

10

47

106

99

48

36

16

18

96

93

77

43

20

18

91 79 16

.62

63

70

72

75

80

71

11

14

11

101

92

100

16

15

15

103

92

42

28

55

124 59 15

81

85

89

90

100

1 1 11 0 13

0 • 26 35

100

124

74

29

23

24

34

36

47
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Figure 1. Schematic cross section Figure 2. Schematic cros.s section
through a crater caused by the explosion through a crater caused by the explosion
of 1 lb of TNT at 25 in. beneath the snow of 1 lb of TNT at 56 in. "beneath the snow

surface. surface.

a = outermost cracks (apparent boundary of undisturbed snow; b = area of transition to
very disturbed center of crater; c = boundary of dirty snow; d = layers of snow; d(r) =
rain crust; e = location of explosive; g = snow surface; f = snow surface lifted during
explosion.

lifted as indicated by the line (f) , and then fell'down again. The upper layers of the
snow had radial and concentric cracks, ^but they did not fall into the crater. Deeper
layers, however, were divided into blocks which fell down onto the snow surrounded by
line (b) . Beneath the crater, compaction of the layers (d-d) can be observed analogous
to Figure 1.

The outermost cracks (line a) form a cone which becomes wider towards the top.
With increasing depth of the blast,- the diameter of the cracks increases towards a -
maximum and then decreases rapidly until the uppermost layers remain uncracked.

The measures for disturbance of the snow were: a) the diameter of the outermost
concentric cracks; b) the diameter of the crater; and c) , the depth of the crater.
Tables I and II show these values.

In Figure 3 the values are plotted in triaxial diagrams. Along the x- and y-axes
the quantity of explosive, E, and the depth of the charge, D, are plotted; the diameter
of the outermost concentric cracks, C_, or of the crater if no cracks were formed
outside the crater, is plotted along the z-axis.

When the charge E is constant, C_ increases with increasing depth D until a
maximum is reached, beyond which the curve falls steeply to zero. When depth D_ is
constant, C increases with increasing charge K. The curves are quite steep in their
first parts, then become successively flatter. Blasting with TNT (Fig. 3, right) on
the snow surface gives constant C-values between E = 0.5 and 2 lb.

These curves (smoothed out) give a three-dimensional curved plane. Plotting the
lines of equal C_ in these curved planes (like contour lines parallel to the x-y base)
gives the curves shown in Figure 4. The lowest point of each curve (large circles)
shows the E-D relation which has the greatest effect on the snow surface at lowest
quantity of explosive. The heavy dashed lines going through these points might be
characteristic for each explosive.

Future tests should provide analogous diagrams for explosives with different
detonation velocities. To be able to compare the diagrams directly, it will be necessary
to use a convenient unit for E_, perhaps a unit of the energy released by the explosion.
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Figure 3. Diameter of the outermost concentric cracks or of the crater (C) in
relation to quantity of explosive (E) and depth of the blast beneath the snow surface (D)

80 60 40 20

D, DEPTH OF CHARGE (in.)

80 60 40

0, DEPTH OF CHARGE (in.

Figure 4. Lines of equal diameters, cf>> of cracks or craters in relation to E_
(quantity of explosives) and D (depth of charge). Heavy dashed line shows the most

efficient E-D relation, i. e. , the greatest effect on the snow surface
at lowest quantity of explosive.
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Figure 5. Ram profiles in crater in the snow cover at different times.

In some cases, it might be better to use the cracked area instead of the diameter
of the cracked area for C_. .

Influence of explosives on the'hardness of the snow

LaChapelle (Atwater,- e_t._al. , 1955) has already shown by a few ram profiles that
the snow in the immediate vicinity of a blast is subject to age hardening. During this
study, more measurements were made with the Rammsonde and. the Swiss cone-
hardness gage in order to determine more clearly the radius of influence of the blast.

Immediately after taking a ram profile, 0.5 lb of TNT was set off at a 32-in. depth
at the same spot. Shortly after the blast, several ram profiles were made in a plane
going through the center of the crater. Analogous ram profiles were made in other
profile planes 22 and 44 hr after the blast.

Figure 5A shows the mean ram hardness in relation to the distance from the crater
center. The ram profiles were divided into an upper and a lower part; the boundary
between the two parts was a distinct hard layer. The figure gives all the other details.
The results of another test with 0.5 lb TNT, blasted at 57-in. depth, are shown in
Figure 5B. "
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Figure 6. Cone hardness tests on profiles across craters caused
by blasts of 1 lb TNT, 25 in. beneath the snow surface. A. immediately after
blast. B. 68 hr after blast, a = outermost cracks; b = boundary of dirty snow;

c-f = layers; g = location of charge; h = snow surface.

On the walls of pits dug across,two craters (formed by 1 lb TNT at 25-in. depth) ,
the hardness of the snow was measured by the Swiss cone-hardness gage. The first
profile was studied immediately after the blast, the second profile 68 hr after.
Figure 6A shows the cone hardness, measured along the lines 1-8 in the profile sketch,
immediately after the blast. Three tests were made every 5 in. horizontal distance and
the average of each group was calculated and plotted.

In the.pit dug across the second crater 68 hr after the blast, the same measurements
were made (Fig. 6B ) . We tried to check the same layers as in A, but did not succeed
in all cases (see 4-4', 2-2', 1-1').

Figure 5 shows that immediately after the explosion the snow in the crater is less
hard than the undisturbed surrounding snow (except curve 3 in Fig. 5Bi, where the
penetrometer probably hit an old ski track). The cone hardness gage (Fig. 6A,) gave
analogous values.

The snow disturbed and compacted by the blast becomes harder with time: in Fig. 6B,
all the.curves of cone hardness rise towards the center of the crater. Figure 5A also
shows clearly the age hardening process (curves 3, 5, 7 and 4, 6, 8) .

In Figure 6 the dashed lines (a) in the schematic cross sections show the location of
the outermost cracks and the boundary against the undisturbed snow. This line is also
the transition zone for the changes of hardness.
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These changes of hardness are interesting in connection with the question of how
the snow in fracture areas of avalanches is influenced by blasts when no slide occurs
Our tests confirm the first-results of LaChapelle, that age hardening takes place in the
crater But this consolidation of the snow is very inhomogeneous: one can find very
/hard areas with irregular soft parts or open cracks between them. The whole
mhomogeneously consolidated crater is in poor connection with the surrounding snow
because of the cracks, mostly open, along the lines (a). Thus the surroundi.ng snow
cover cannot be supported by the relatively hard snow of the crater, as long as the
cracks'on the uphill side are not closed by the creeping movement of the snow. On tne^
downhill side the cracks will open more and more.

At the base of the crater we probably have other conditions. The deformation of
the layers c d e (Fig. 6), the consolidation in this area (curves 1' and 2'), and the
lack of cracks show us that here the compaction of the snow is more homogeneous with
a gradual transition towards the sides and the ground. This area always remains in
contact with its environment and can act as support from the beginning.

Unfortunately our hardness measurements did not reach the deep unchanged layers.
To investigate the consolidation of the upper layers of the snow cover, an explosion

near the surface would be desirable. Thus, homogeneous compaction would take place
in higher layers also.

Temperature measurements in the vicinity of a crater

Temperature measurements within the range of a blast before and after the
explosion (LaChapelle, personal communication) show that the snow is warmed up in a
vertical profile line in the center'of the crater. In this profile the temperature remained
nearly constant for the next 24 hr, except in the uppermost 10 in. where the .snow
became cooler again. In a profile line 12 in. from the center, no changes could be
'observed immediately after the blast. But 24 hr later the.part of the profile nearest to
the blasting point became a little warmer. At'a distance of 32 in. , no change in the
temperature took place.

These measurements were made by a resistance thermometer at different places;
therefore, local inhomogeneities of the temperature field may have been measured.

Adjacent charges fired simultaneously

LaChapelle has made a few tests with two adjacent charges (each 0.5 lb TNT,
39 in. deep) fired at the same time. The distance between the charges was successively
decreased. No interaction was observed until the distance between was about the same
as the diameter (75 in. ) of the cracks made by a single blast. When the distance was
half of this diameter (36 in. ) an oval crater was formed; the outermost concentric
cracks had the same oval shape.

Comparison of the results shows that two charges of 0.5 lb TNT (fired at the same
time at a distance of 3 ft apart) produce a much larger cracked area than does a single
charge of 1 lb TNT.

Shaped charges

LaChapelle reports that shaped charges had little effect in blasting cornices, much
less than the same quantity of dynamite. It seems that the linear effect of shaped
charges hardly weakens a mass of snow.

Tamped charges

LaChapelle has^ also made tests with tamped charges: 1 stick of 40%-gelatin was
exploded at 20-, 40-, and 60-in. depths in untamped and tamped holes. The craters
and concentric cracks made by tamped charges were 16-23% larger in diameter and
35-50% larger in area.1
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At the beginning of our tests, we made the same test with 1 lb TNT, 70 in. deep:
the diameter of the cracks of the tamped charge was about 10%) larger (area. 19% larger).

For avalanche control work (for instance cornice removal) .tamped charges can
seldom be used. Nevertheless more tests are recommended in connection with the
influence of detonation velocity (see Summary).

Summary of the problems and proposals for a future test program

a) A description of the mechanism of the release of avalanches is essential.
Three manners of release are conceivable: 1) disturbance of a part of the snow cover by
the' blast, from which far-reaching cracks start within the stressed snow cover,
2) disturbance of the stressed snow cover by concussion of the blast pressure through
the air, and 3) disturbance, of the snow cover by a shock transmitted through the ground.

If (l) is the prevailing cause, the surface area disturbed by.the blast must be as
large as possible. In this case the charges have to be .placed at the most effective
depths (see Fig. 4) . But if (2) is the main cause of the release, the charge should be
exploded as shallow as possible, even above the snow surface. In case of (3), the
blast should be as deep as possible, but (3) seems to'be very improbable, as
experience with mortars in Switzerland shows.

It is not yet clear how it can be proved whether (l) or (2) or (l) and (2) together
are active. In any case it will be necessary to study the propagation of the air pressure
wave in relation to the placing of the explosion within and above the snow. This may
best be done by means of microphones placed at different distances from the blasting
point and at different depths within the snow. As we have learned from our tests, the
lateral effect of the air pressure decreases rapidly with increasing depth of the explosion.

The following tests could be tried in fracture areas of slab avalanches. A charge
is slid downhill along a cable (which may be stretched between trees) and detonated at
a desired height above the snow. Each test series would have to begin at the highest
position and continue at successively lower blasting points until an avalanche is released.
Charges should be placed within the snow also. A number of tests series, carried out
at different avalanche situations, will be needed.

b) The study of the influence of the detonation velocity is essential for the choice of
the most economic explosive. For an immediate comparison of the effect, a common
unit for the quantity of explosive must be chosen; this could be a unit of the energy
released by the explosion.

It would be very instructive -to make tests for immediately visible comparison of
different explosives using the same energy content. These explosives would have to be
placed 1) upon the snow surface (under different snow conditions) and 2) into the same
layer of a snow cover (tamped loading hole!) deep enough that the top layers are not
affected. In this manner, each test.series would have the same defined conditions.

In this connection more tests with tamped and untamped charges are recommended.
With high-explosive charges tamping can be expected to have the smallest effect, with
those of low detonation velocity the highest. Perhaps the curve of the dependence of
the tamping effect on the detonation velocity will give us some hint concerning the choice
of the most effective explosive.

c) Comparative tests should be made with shells (provided with charges and
contact detonating fuses) and plain explosive of the same kind and quantity used in the
shells. It would be interesting also to see how far fragments of the exploding shell
travel within the snow and how the snow is disturbed along the track of the fragment.

d) We have learned from our tests with 40%-gelatin that a stick placed horizontally
upon the' snow gives an oval crater, with the long axis normal to the axis of the stick of
gelatin. In many cases an anisotropic effect of the blast is desired (for instance:
cornice removal, hand-placed charges in slab fracture areas). Systematic tests using
different shapes of charge and differently arranged groups of charges, in the same snow
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conditions, would clarify the influence of the shape (symmetry) of explosives and
their arrangement. These tests would also supplement LaChapelle s tests on adjacent
charges fired simultaneously.

The main subjects of these tests should be: 1) the symmetry of the blast effect;
2) the symmetry of the snow structure and of the strain; and 3) the superposition of
(1) and (2).

For the determination of (1) , the rotational symmetry (with vertical axis) of a
horizontal snow cover can be used to some extent. In order to have isotropic or
nearly isotropic snow, conditions, model tests could be made with small quantities of
explosive blasted within a homogenized snow (disaggregated and sifted into a pit in
the snow cover).

e) To study the changes within the snow due to the blast and subsequent
metamorphism (which is interesting in connection with the consolidation of snow, even
when no avalanche is released by the blast) ,. the hardness tests should be extended
into the base of the crater until unchanged layers are reached. The tests must be
made over a longer period in order to describe the age-hardening process.

The temperatures of the snow in the crater and its immediate vicinity should be
studied in a manner which allows reproducible measurements at the same places.
I would propose the use of thermocouples arranged in a vertical profile plane through
the future blasting point. The thermocouples could be introduced horizontally by a
stiff thin rod from the wall of a distant pit. The thermocouples nearest to the blast
would be displaced, some of them damaged, but the rest of them would allow,
measurements over a longer period. In this manner the local inhomogeneities of the.
temperature conditions would be eliminated. After the observation period, the ends
of the thermocouples should be carefully dug out in order to determine their exact '
position.

I also propose making some explosion tests within new snow layers in order to see
the influence upon this kind of snow and the range of the age hardening process.

f) General remarks: For effective future tests it will be necessary to study the
theory of the ^blasting technique and prepare a detailed program, to make instruments
and sufficient explosives available and to brief the personnel. All must be ready in
time to make the best use of the short period (middle of January through beginning of
April) . - .•
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